At a Jewish wedding there is something called a **nahin** (chupa). It is put onto the bride and groom. I don't know why, but it is. The Jewish dancing is not normal; it is usually very loud, fast, and happy. The women and men dance separately; the woman in one area and the men in another. Sometimes it's circle dancing, but sometimes it's in other forms. There is a custom that not everyone does that you lift the bride and groom on chairs, but instead of holding hands, they each hold one end of a cloth. *Only sometimes because of religious custom.*

At most Jewish weddings, there is no ring barrier but there is usually a flower girl. There is also a custom for the groom (chatah) to step...
On a glass this is to remind us of the destruction of the temple also the wedding vows are usually in Hebrew.

Translation
bride = Kalla
groom = chatan / chasan

Hope you do well!!